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Part 6 
 

 How many of you have ever heard of How Hillary Crashes Cars and Planes?  If you have 
had questions over the years about the Clinton’s and how they have gotten away with murder 
and so much more, this revelation will answer all those questions.  This story has its roots in the 
Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, AR. The Rose Law Firm was home for so much corruption, going 
back to the late 1970’s.  The Mena, AR airport became a focus of drugs coming into this country 
from Columbia back in the days of William Jefferson Clinton as governor of Arkansas.   
    
 The QRS-11 GyroChip sensor is used on commercial aircraft to rotate the antenna to 
receive signals from satellites for the in-flight entertainment system, radar tracking and flight 
controls. If the aircraft is equipped with an uninterruptable autopilot, signals can be received 
from a satellite to remotely fly the aircraft. 
 
 The sensor provides stabilization, flight control, and guidance. It also is used in missiles, 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) and other military as well as space and industrial applications. 
Because of the sensitive nature of its military applications, the export of the technology is 
regulated. 
 
 Field McConnell alleges that the QRS-11 can be used as part of a package of technology 
to guide aircraft equipped with uninterruptable autopilots turning them into weapons.  Field 
McConnell busted this fact in the events of 9/11 further down in this report. 
 
 We believe that the patent for the device was originally obtained by the Rose Law Firm 
of Little Rock, AR, specifically by patent lawyer Hillary Clinton, for BEI Technologies, Inc. 
headquartered at that time in Arkansas. 
 
 BEI has diversified many times since then and the QRS-11 is now manufactured by CST 
Systron Donner Inertial. 
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Below is information from the CST Systron Donner Inertial website: 
 
QRS-11 High Performance (Military Grade) Rate Sensor 
 
 The QRS-11 is a compact, lightweight design that features Quartz MEMS technology 
providing a solid-state gyro offering virtually unlimited life. The QRS-11’s combination of high 
performance and long life makes it well suited for OEM’s and system integrators designing cost 
effective, high performance systems. 
 
 The QRS-11 requires only DC voltage inputs to provide reliable, extremely accurate 
angular rate measurements with the benefit of no moving parts. With a hermetically sealed 
sensing element, the QRS-11 has provided reliable performance in aircraft, missile and space 
systems across many demanding application environments. 
 
 The QRS-11 Gyro Chip was used to command and control the planes that were 
"hijacked" from the ground on 9/11 in order to steer them to their targets. There were no 
Muslim hijackers involved.  All commercial aircraft since the late 1980’s have been equipped 
with the Boeing. 
 
 The QRS-11 Gyro Chip pictured below is about the size of a quarter, about 1” tall.  It has 
been in all commercial aircraft built since the late 1980s and is located in the electronics area 
below and beneath the pilot’s cabin. 
 

 
 
 The name Field McConnell mentioned above has been instrumental in exposing 
corruption, air piracy, crashed airplanes, hijacked commercial airliners, even the Malaysian 
Aircraft MH370 that disappeared some four years ago.  Flight MH370 was remotely hijacked 
and remotely flown to the US/UK island of Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean.  How do we know 
this with absolute certainty?  Unbeknown to the hijackers, the Boeing 777 model for MH370 
had Rolls-Royce engines, and the company equipped the engines with sensors and transmitters 
sending out the aircraft’s location, altitude, and telemetry back to the UK on an hourly basis.  
So, even though radar and flight controllers lost sight of the MH370, the aircraft continued to 
communicate with satellite its GPS exact location hourly.  We know for sure that it landed at 
the U.S. air base on Diego Garcia.  It remained at the far end of the runway for two hours 
before taking off for destinations north. 
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 The location of the Flight MH370 sitting on the runway at Diego Garcia was even 
snapped by an IBM engineer Phil Gordon, from his brand new smart phone.  He snapped two 
photos which were sent to his girlfriend back in Malaysia.  He had hidden the cell phone in the 
crack of his behind, and even though the photos were virtually black, they contained the GPS 
location to be at the far end of the runway at Diego Garcia.   
 
 An independent journalist by the name of Jim Stone broke the story on the internet 
within a couple days.  Freelance journalist Jim Stone has claimed to have found evidence an 
IBM employee named Philip Woods, who was on the flight managed to send a text message 
with an attached black picture that contained data that showed the message was sent from 
Diego Garcia after the flight supposedly crashed. The accompanying text with the picture 
allegedly said: 
 
"I have been held hostage by unknown military personnel after my flight was hijacked 
[blindfolded]. I work for IBM and I have managed to hide my cellphone in my ass during the 
hijack. I have been separated from the rest of the passengers and I am in a cell. My name is 
Philip Wood. I think I have been drugged as well and cannot think clearly."  
 
 Philip Wood was an IBM manager accompanying a team of 20 engineers and was 
headed to Beijing, China to meet with a Chinese company to produce a new super-fast micro-
controller chip.   
 
 Strangely the blank black image labeled “1395192158752.jpg” contains the following 
metadata: 
 
Device Make: Apple 
Device Model: iPhone 5 
Color Space: RGB 
Alpha Channel: No 
Red Eye: No 
 
 Stone also points out in detail how the above Exchangeable Image Format (EXIF) image 
data is the “smoking gun”, writing: 
 
The Exif is intact. Exif data gets embedded in every image by every camera and includes the 
circumstances under which the photo was taken. It can be viewed by saving the image to your 
desktop, and then right clicking it and selecting image properties. Hit the details tab. You can 
see that the image was taken on March 18 with an iPhone 5, with the ISO at 3200 and a shutter 
of 1/15. The coordinates are included in the exif data because the iPhone knows where it is, 
and the coordinates are for Diego Garcia. THE FIRST TIME A BLANK PHOTO SAID IT ALL. 
 
Exif can’t be rewritten with common software, it can only be added to in fields such as image 
credits with some advanced applications. It can be erased as well but NOT CHANGED. Photos 
with the exif intact will hold up in court. If the Exif is hacked and this is not real, the CIA or a 
really good hacker did this, which I doubt, I’d say it’s probably real. 
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Another smoking gun is that the voice recognition software put the word personal instead of 
personnel. This is completely consistent with a blind software assisted dial out. 
 
 I have followed the story of the MH370 missing Boeing 777 from the first reporting of its 
disappearance.  Every day forward from the disappearance I would check the internet for the 
latest reports and speculations.  As many as ten reasons were circulating in the weeks that 
followed as to the disappearance or the whereabouts of MH370.  All of this said brings me back 
to Field McConnell, host of the web site Abel Danger.net. 
 
 Retired Lt.-Col. Field McConnell was a U.S. Marine pilot flying F-4’s during Viet Nam; A 
U.S. Air Force reserve pilot flying F-16’s for the North Dakota Air National Guard; and a 
commercial pilot for 29 years with Northwest Airlines.  Field McConnell was also part of a 
program whereby retired aircraft could be flown by drone power for pilot target practice 
training.  His experience with the drone remote-controlled flight brought him into knowledge of 
the QRS-11.  One of Field McConnell’s class-mates at the Naval Academy (class of 1971) was 
one Charles (Chip) Burlingame, one the pilot of American Airlines flight 77 that supposedly hit 
the Pentagon on September 11, 2001.   
 
 Field McConnell was one of the first to suggest that the planes that hit the targets on 
9/11 were not flown by pilots but flown remotely by computer.  In the case of the Pentagon, 
the trajectory and speed exceeded the capabilities of the aircraft.  The speed and descent along 
with a 280-degree turn is greater than what commercial pilots can achieve a clear indicator the 
aircraft/cruise missile was controlled remotely by computer into the Pentagon.  Commercial 
pilots when turning cannot make a smooth or seamless turn without doing what is referred to 
as “checking” their controls while turning.  Only computer-controlled remote technology can 
facilitate a perfect 280-degree turn while simultaneously descending to a specific altitude!  
Such a maneuver is virtually impossible at its flight speed at the altitude in which the Pentagon 
was hit, virtually a few feet off the ground at impact. 
 
 Field McConnell has a sister Kristine Marcy who created the “Senior Executive Service” 
for President Jimmy Carter in 1978.  Field’s sister is a cohort of Hillary Rodham Clinton, and her 
brother Field McConnell considers her the 2nd most evil person in the government behind 
George H.W. Bush.  Field McConnell shared the existence of the Boeing-Honeywell 
Uninterruptible Autopilot with his sister years before, and since with the Malaysian government 
authorities.  Field McConnell identifies the attacks of 9-11 as a real exercise that went live.   
 
 Field McConnell has identified the British company Serco, as the “Octopus” that controls 
the world.  Serco has run the U.S. Patent office for decades. Serco has billions of dollars of 
contracts with the U.S. government.  Hillary Clinton was a patent attorney, and came in contact 
with the “droning” program courtesy of Field McConnell’s sister Kristine Marcy.   
 
 The ‘Octopus’ is the name of a 1996 book about Danny Casolaro, an independent 
journalist, who was investigating a secret “shadow” government and the theft of PROMIS, a 
computer software program to manage pending prosecutorial actions, also known as the 
INSLAW AFFAIR.  Danny Casolaro was suicided in the bathtub of room 517 at the Sheraton Inn 
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in Martinsburg, WV.  The book was co-authored by Kenn Thomas and Jim Keith in memory of 
Danny Casolaro’s work.     
 
 This secret “shadow” government has since been identified by “American Intelligence 
Media” as the “Senior Executive Service”.     
 
 Field McConnell states the original alleged hijacked commercial airliners were directed 
to the air space known as Whiskey.386.Alpha, or W386A, 60-miles east of Norfolk, VA., where 
the hijacked planes were vaporized.   
 
 The QRS-11 was introduced as a security feature to prevent hijacking of commercial 
aircraft, in the 1980’s.  A hijacking attempt could be thwarted by pressing a button that would 
activate a remote control on an airliner and prevent any hijack attempts.  It was weaponized 
and has since been used to bring down a number of commercial aircraft.  The important point 
of this is that anything that moves, i.e., plane, helicopter, boat, truck, bus, car, train, has a QRS-
11 or later version of the QRS-11 installed in the onboard electronics.   
 
 In the last few months of 2018, it has since been discovered that Hillary Clinton has the 
“Keys” to the Internet.  She possesses the “keys” or codes that can access any computer in the 
U.S. network.  In simple terms, Hillary Clinton can hack into any U.S. computer and modify, add, 
delete, or destroy its contents.  This was discovered by Michael McKibben, CEO and Founder of 
Leader Technologies.  Leader Technologies has a $1-trillion dollar lawsuit against the U.S. 
Government, under the “Miller” Act. For theft of proprietary technologies stolen from the U.S. 
Patent Office by the CIA.   
 
 Leader Technologies shows how the U.S. government stole its social networking 
inventions through James P. Chandler, who was also Bill Clinton’s intelligence advisor. The 
timeline also reveals a disturbing pattern of collusion among rogue elements of the FBI, NSA 
and CIA with private industry that included former director Robert Mueller. Mueller is now 
leading the ever-expanding Donald Trump Russia collusion witch hunt.   
 
 Leader Technologies investors invested $10-million and decades of time to produce the 
real “Social Media” known today as “Facebook” by one Mark Zuckerberg, a Harvard drop-out.  
Facebook was stolen by the U.S. Government Patent Office and the CIA.  The full details on this 
can be read at themillenniumreport.com/2018/08/leader-technologies-files-trillion...  
 

 Hundreds and perhaps thousands of patent applicants have had their inventions denied 
or stolen by the Serco-run U.S. Patent Office in the name of “National Security” since the 
government has the access to determine if a patent applicant’s invention could be used by the 
government. 
 
 The report information that follows shows the connection between many of the parties 
mentioned up to this point in the article.   
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Saturday, September 22, 2018 
MEET THE PERSON WHO CAN REMOTELY CRASH PLANES AND CAN READ YOUR MIND  
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION  | JAN. 11, 
2018, UPDATED FEB. 18, 2018 | PDF | https://tinyurl.com/y7rj2xfy 
 

 

 
Approx. width of a quarter 
 
FIG. 1–RICHARD C. WALKER, AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES (PALO ALTO, CA) HOLDS MONSTROUS 
"INTERNET OF THINGS" PATENTS THAT CAN TAKE DOWN PLANES WITH REMOTE 
INSTRUCTIONS TO ONE LITTLE QRS-11 SENSOR IN THE AUTOPILOT SYSTEM. The global 
surveillance grid includes embedded chips in planes, devices, equipment and people to 
remotely send signals and control every element of The Internet of Things network. The QRS-
11 quartz rate sensor (the diameter of a quarter; also see AbelDanger.org for more detail on 
the uninterruptable autopilot) is embedded in most aircraft autopilots. The intelligence 

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/afi/2018-01-11-MEET-THE-PERSON-WHO-CAN-REMOTELY-CRASH-PLANES-AND-READS-YOUR-MIND-Americans-for-Innovation.pdf
https://tinyurl.com/y7rj2xfy
http://www.abeldanger.org/like-abel-danger-said-how-hillary-crashes-cars-and-planes/
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Qoi2Tyq2KyQ/WleNV9IZguI/AAAAAAAAG9w/P7icl9pZCkIHhkWiTXa-3MxpUltHsuZugCLcBGAs/s1600/richard-c-walker-header.jpg
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/qrs-11.png
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version of the sensor can be turned off remotely and bring down the plane. In the late 1980's 
and early 1990's,  
 

 
Hillary Clinton's Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, Arkansas was the original attorney representing 
the inventor of the QRS-11 sensor in BEI Electronics/Technologies (US Pat. Nos. 3,974,428; 
3,976,997; 4,628,298). This sensor was so critical to national security that the State 
Department fined Boeing $16 million for illegal exports. After many mergers and company 
sales, the rights to the QRS-11 went to France for a decade owned by Schneider Electric SA. 
Schneider sold the rights to a Barclays Bank client in London. The Rose Law Partner who hired 
Hillary, J. Joseph Giroiri,  
 

 
 
served on the BEI Technologies board of directors. He also coordinated the Clinton's China 
and Indonesia banking connections associated with their Mena, Arkansas drug smuggling, 
money laundering and sex trafficking. 
 
Barclays then sold the company and the QRS-11 patent rights to Sensata, Inc. which is 
controlled by Mitt Romney's Goldman Sachs-aligned Bain Capital in Boston. Tellingly, dozens 
of former Clinton staff have died in mysterious airplane and vehicle crashes. Also telling, the 
late FBI Superstar Ted Gunderson, said in 2005 that Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVay 
had a bio chip surgically installed in him by Dr. Louis Jolyon "Jolly" West who led the rogue 
C.I.A.'s MKUltra mind control program. Conveniently for Bill and Hillary, the Oklahoma City 
bombing destroyed the records of the FBI investigation on Janet Reno's WACO criminality. 
The bombing also killed former Clinton chief of security Alan G. Whicher. Four other Clinton's 
bodyguards (C. LeBleu/T., T. McKeaham,, R. Williams,, S. Willis) were shot in the head by a 
helicopter sniper at the illegal military siege of the Branch Davidian property in Waco, Texas 
(1993). Some call these deaths "Arkancide" since most everyone associated with the Clintons 
in Arkansas, except Larry Nichols, have died. Nichols produced The Clinton Chronicles (1994) 
to expose the Clinton devilish corruption. Despite ill health, Larry carries on the struggle to 
bring the Clintons to justice. 
Photo: ResearchGate. 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/1998-BEI-GYROCHIP-Model-QRS-11-Machined-Angular-Rate-Sensor-Systron-Donner-Intertial-Division-BEI-Technologies-Inc-1998.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-07-21-Form-8-KA-BEI-TECHNOLOGIES-INC-BEI-merged-into-Schneider%20Electric-SA-SEC-filed-Jul-21-2005.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2006-03-28-Consent-Agreements-2006-The-Boeing-Company-re-QRS-11-quartz-rate-sensor-gyrochip-by-David-C-Trimble-US-Dept-of-State-Bureau-Political-Military-Affairs-Mar-28-2006.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2001-01-08-Downside-Legacy-At-Two-Degrees-of-President-Clinton-Section-Red-Flags-of-Treason-People-Subsection-C-C-Joseph-Giroir-Jr-Alamo-Girl-Archives-Jan-08-2001.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2015-12-01-Sensata-Technologies-Completes-Acquisition-of-Custom-Sensors-Technologies-Sensing-Portfolio-%5bPress-release%5d-Sensata-Technologies-Dec-01-2015.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#ted-gunderson-fbi-rogue-cia
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#clinton-chronicles
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#clinton-chronicles
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#clinton-chronicles
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#clinton-chronicles
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/clinton-hillary.jpg
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/american-crash.jpg
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Bookmark: #ieee-patent-fraud | https://tinyurl.com/yc54h8pw 
 
UPDATE! JAN. 16, 2018 
ETHERNET ENGINEERS—WHISTLEBLOW! 

 
Most computer engineers have no idea how the IEEE 802.3 data transmission Ethernet 
standard was developed (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers). We have just 
discovered that it was shoved down our throats by Deep State shadow government forces 
intent on controlling the Internet as a global spy grid and corporatist profit machine. Richard 
C. Walker a.k.a Rick Walker was a stooge for Agilent Technologies who was evidently tapped 
by the Highlands Group to seize control of technology standards needed for the 
takeover. This post contains hard, indictable evidence that proves the identities of the 
corporatists involved with HP/Agilent, including 3Com, Qualcomm, Broadcom, Cisco, IBM, 
Sun, Intel, NTT (Japan Telephone), Cielo, Quake, nSerial, Nortel, World Wide Packets. See Jul. 
10, 2000 IEEE meeting slides where Walker’s pushes standards proposed on Mar. 06, 2000—
the same day he filed for a patent (became U.S. Pat. No. 6,718,491) on the same 
slides. Mindspring engineer Roy Bynum complained that Walker was railroading the 
standard. Of course, after filing his patent, Walker had a vested interest in having it become 
the IEEE standard for data transmission. It did, to this day. 
 
 
Patents last for 20 years from the time they are filed. Walker assigned it to HP/Agilent 
Technologies. Then inexplicably, on Jun. 24, 2013, the Patent Office allowed an almost 
identical patent U.S. Pat. No. 9,451,057 on the 802.3 Ethernet standards by a subsidiary 
of Marvell International, Ltd. thru inventor Brett A. McClellan, a Bahamian corporation with 
offices in Colorado. The Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB) overrode the Examiner Eric A. 
Myers (Art Unit 2474) who had ruled that Marvell's filing was doubly unpatentable as being 
essentially a copy of Walker's earlier dubious Ethernet patents. Walker filed eleven (11) 
patents assigned to Hewlett-Packard and fourteen (14) assigned to Agilent The PTAB overruled 
Examiner Myers and awarded it to McClellan/Marvell anyway, void of substantive reasons, 
the PTAB (secret three-judge internal court) magically accepted ALL of Marvell's previously 
rejected novelty arguments. Therefore, Marvell's value appears to be fraudulent, yet they 
claim control of the 802.3 Ethernet standards driving all Internet data transmission. This 
evident corruption in the U.S. Patent Office shows it has become nothing but a rubber stamp 
for corporatists, and not a protector of American inventors. 
 
LISTEN TO THIS BOMBSHELL VIDEO WHILE YOU READ THE REST OF THIS POST | SPREAD THE 
WORD 
 
https://youtu.be/PIIbqNQj8Is 

https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/yc54h8pw
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#highland-forum
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-07-10-Rick-Walker-IEEE-802-3ae-Task-Force-La-Jolla-CA-64b-66b-Coding-Update-Jul-10-14-2000-IEEE-Jul-10-2000.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-07-10-Rick-Walker-IEEE-802-3ae-Task-Force-La-Jolla-CA-64b-66b-Coding-Update-Jul-10-14-2000-IEEE-Jul-10-2000.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-03-06-Rick-Walker-aka-Richard-C-Walker-64b-66b-coding-update-Agilent-Technologies-IEEE-802-3ae-Albuquerque-3-6-00-IEEE-Mar-06-2000.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2004-04-06-Richard-C-Walker-US-Pat-No-6718491-CODING-METHOD-AND-CODER-FOR-CODING-PACKETIZED-SERIAL-DATA-WITH-LOW-OVERHEAD-Pat-App-No-09-522782-Filed-Mar-06-2000-USPTO-Apr-06-2004.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-04-29-Roy-Bynum-Mindspring-Email-Thread-to-Rick-Walker-Pat-Thaler-Subj-Re-850-nm-solutions-IEEE-Standards-802-3-10G-study-msg02385-IEEE-org-Apr-29-2000.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016-09-20-Brett-A-McClellan-US-PatNo-9451057-COMMUNICATIONS-SYSTEM-AND-ENCODING-METHOD-HAVING-LOW-OVERHEAD-Pat-App-No13-925605-filed-Jun-24-2013-USPTO-Sep-20-2016.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-01-22-Marvel-Leadership-accessed-Jan-22-2018.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2015-03-26-Brett-A-McClellan-EXAMINERS-FINAL-REJECTIONS-US-Pat-App-13-925605-later-US-Pat-No-9451057-Communication-System-and-Encoding-Method-Having-Low-Overhead-USPTO.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2015-03-26-Brett-A-McClellan-EXAMINERS-FINAL-REJECTIONS-US-Pat-App-13-925605-later-US-Pat-No-9451057-Communication-System-and-Encoding-Method-Having-Low-Overhead-USPTO.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-01-12-Patent-Database-Search-Results-Walker-Richard-C-and-Hewlett-Packard-Company-US-Patent-Collection-accessed-Jan-12-2018.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016-04-06-Brett-A-McClellan-NOTICE-OF-ALLOWANCE-US-Pat-App-13-925605-later-US-Pat-No-9451057-Communication-System-and-Encoding-Method-Having-Low-Overhead-assigned-to-Marvell-International-Ltd-USPTO.pdf
https://youtu.be/PIIbqNQj8Is
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(JAN. 11, 2017)—What AFI and American Intelligence Media (AIM) researchers have just 
discovered is breathtaking, disgusting, astounding and monstrous. It is also shocking how far 
along the plan is. Amazingly, the Deep State shadow government, in its evident hubris, has fully 
disclosed their diabolical technology scheme for “The Internet of Things” in writing. 
 
The patent actually says that their plan is to identify, tag, track and control 
literally everything on the planet. Their unquestioned plan is to embed micro-electronic control 
devices, either surgically or by injection, in every human being on the planet. To them, it’s all 
about “management of the world’s resources” including you. Walker Patent No. 6,965,816 Col. 
118, Lns. 53-54.[I have a nephew that works in R&D for Samsung in Sweden, and he was quite 
frank with me the last time I seen him in 14,that the plan was to chip everything. Everything I 
asked(us),he said that is their intent DC] 
 
Why would they publish these plans? They evidently believed that these documents would not 
surface until after they had seized control. 
UNBELIEVABLY, YOU ARE JUST  
“WET-WARE” 
These documents show that their authors have a total disdain for humanity. These define 
people as "wet-ware." In this world view, a human is merely a silicon chip surrounded by a 
membrane of carbon and water. 
Bookmark: #wet-ware | https://tinyurl.com/yc3rnfbc 
 
These are the people who are planning to take over the world. 
Read for yourself: 
 
Here are two lines captured from the actual patent: 
 

 
 
FIG. 2–U.S. Patent No. 6,965,816, Col. 3, Lns. 5-6. 
"PFN" means Protected Primary Focal Node. "TRAC" means Trusted Remote Activity Controller. 
 
The illustrations in Walker's patent are truly dystopian (a community or society that is 
undesirable and/or frightening)—and they have been implemented! Their message is clear: 
"you can run but you cannot hide." In this illustration, even the trees are watching you! Here is 
Figure 21 from Walker's patent. 
Bookmark: #blanket-surveillance | https://tinyurl.com/yabtllwb 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf#page=108
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf#page=108
https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/yc3rnfbc
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf#page=51
https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/yabtllwb
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FIG. 3–U.S. Patent No. 6,965,816, Fig. 21. 
PATENTS ARE INTENTIONALLY ARCANE AND HARD TO UNDERSTAND 
For example, “inequitable conduct” means fraud, “prosecute” means make filings, “on-sale bar” 
means sell an invention too soon, “Markman” handles technical definitions, “pro hac vice” 
means an out-of-state attorney, “pro se” means represent yourself, and so on. 
 
Patent lingo insulates the “old boy” club of patent lawyers and judges from We The People 
accountability. 
Bookmark: #patent-tutorial | https://tinyurl.com/ycsmq78w 
CATEGORIES OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
Patents are a form of intellectual property alongside trade secrets, copyrights, trademarks and 
trade dress. Here’s a thumbnail tutorial. 
 
Trade secrets are anything you do or think that is not publicly known that you have taken 
reasonable means to protect, like the way you solve a problem or build something. 
 
Copyrights are your thoughts reduced to some medium like pen, paper, program or design, like 
books, artwork, type or manuscripts. 
 
Trademarks are unique names, phrases and other expressions used in commerce and assigned 
to you in order to avoid confusion in your marketplace. For example, it would be confusing to 
have two companies in your state with the same names. 
 
Trade dress is the sum total of the way something is designed, like the unique colors and style 
used in a franchised store design and product packaging. 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf#page=22
https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/ycsmq78w
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/pfn-trac-person-running.jpg
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Finally, patents are unique and “non-obvious” inventions, methods and designs. Patents do not 
have to be working to be patentable. They just have to be described well enough to be 
repeatable by a person of “ordinary skill in the art.” We’ll describe what this means below. 
PATENTS ARE UNIQUELY PROTECTED IN THE U.S. CONSTITUTION 
Patents and copyrights are the only two property rights specifically protected by the U.S. 
Constitution, Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8. Indeed, the Founders protected inventors because 
new ideas are essential to creating new wealth. They also knew that innovations are fragile 
flowers that would otherwise be hijacked by greed, power and wealth if not protected. 
 
Tragically, the patent system has been hijacked by many corrupt lawyers and judges who 
themselves steal from real inventors and grow rich in the process. 
PATENTS ARE A PROPERTY DEED AND CONTRACT 
A patent is a contract and a property deed. The contract is between We The People and the 
inventor. We give the inventor twenty years to exploit his or her idea for the benefit of society 
and to be rewarded for sharing the invention with the public. 
 
The patent document itself describes the innovation. It’s like the “four corners” of a physical 
property deed (e.g., survey, terrain, frontage, roads, vegetation, water, drainage, utilities). 
Similarly, a patent describes an inventor’s new idea in words and diagrams. 
 
A patent must contain enough detail to enable a third party with “ordinary skill in the art” to 
replicate it . . .  ostensibly for the benefit of society. The expectation is that third party will 
license the underlying patent in the process of adding value to it. 
RICHARD WALKER'S PATENT COULD NOT WORK WITHOUT LEADER TECHNOLOGIES' SOCIAL 
NETWORKING INVENTION, SO THEY STOLE IT. 
Walker has not licensed the invention of social networking from Leader Technologies.  
 
Instead, as this Walker patent reveals, they just stole it. 
Indeed, Walker's patent would not have worked on the large scale they describe without 
Leader social networking invention. We’ll show that below. 
Here's the proof. 
 
“Art” means the field of the invention, like computer hardware, software, furniture, machinery, 
medical device, pharmaceutical, consumer product, office product, tool, manufacturing 
method, agricultural implement, vehicle type, etc. 
 
The Patent Office uses the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) for the tens 
of thousands of “art” classifications. An inventor must describe his/her invention in enough 
detail so that one of ordinary skill in the patent classification being described can replicate it. 
 
The Walker patent discussed below identified both U.S. and International industry 
classifications. See also “How do I read a patent? - the Front Page.” 
Bookmark: #monstrous-walker-patents | https://tinyurl.com/y8jrkzlm 
A MONSTROUS FAMILY OF PATENTS 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/1787-09-17-Art-I-Sec-8-Cl-8-Patent-and-Copyright-Intellectual-Property-Clause-US-Constitution-signed-Sep-17-1787.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/1787-09-17-Art-I-Sec-8-Cl-8-Patent-and-Copyright-Intellectual-Property-Clause-US-Constitution-signed-Sep-17-1787.pdf
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2014/11/how-judges-grow-rich-on-backs-of.html
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-01-12-NAICS-Code-Industries-by-Supersector-Bureau-of-Labor-Statistics-US-Dept-of-Labor.pdf
http://www.bpmlegal.com/howtopat1.html
https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/y8jrkzlm
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U.S. Patent Number 6,965,816 Nov. 15, 2005 
“PFN/TRAC System FAA Upgrades For Accountable Remote and Robotics Control To Stop The 
Unauthorized Use of Aircraft and to Improve Equipment Management and Public Safety in 
Transportation.” 

Patent enabling the Deep State to crash most any aircraft 

Classification Description 

U.S. (U.S. Cl.) 

701/16 

DATA PROCESSING: VEHICLES, NAVIGATION, AND RELATIVE LOCATION / 
With indication or control of landing 

701/2 

DATA PROCESSING: VEHICLES, NAVIGATION, AND RELATIVE LOCATION, VEHICLE 
CONTROL, GUIDANCE, OPERATION, OR INDICATION, Remote control system 

244/189 

AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS, AIRCRAFT CONTROL, Automatic, Electric 
course control, By remote radio signal 

International  (Int. Cl.) 

G06F 19/00 

Digital computing or data processing equipment or methods, specially adapted 
for specific applications (specially adapted for specific functions G06F 17/00; data 
processing systems or methods specially adapted for administrative, 
commercial, financial, managerial, supervisory or forecasting 
purposes G06Q; healthcare informatics G16H) [2018.01] 

G06F 7/00 

Methods or arrangements for processing data by operating upon the order or 
content of the data handled (logic circuits H03K 19/00) [2006.01] 

TABLE. 1–RICHARD C. WALKER U.S. Patent Number 6,965,816 Nov. 15, 2005 Classifications. 

We recently uncovered U.S. Patent Number 6,965,816 (10.9 MB) awarded on Nov. 15, 2005 to 
the named sole inventor Richard C. Walker titled: 
“PFN/TRAC System FAA Upgrades For Accountable Remote and Robotics Control To Stop The 
Unauthorized Use of Aircraft and to Improve Equipment Management and Public Safety in 
Transportation.” 
While this patent focuses on aircraft, it is written so broadly as to encompass all kinds of 
equipment and devices, including people, defined as “wet-ware.” 
 
While the patent was issued on Nov. 15, 2005, it incorporates filings going all the way back to 
Dec. 2, 1996. 
 
Most patents incorporate provisional patents and related technology upon which they rely. AFI 
and American Intelligence Media (AIM) researchers cataloged those claims for this patent 
below. Several critical pieces of information emerge. 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf
https://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/uspc701/defs701.htm#C701S016000
https://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/shadowFiles/defs701sf.htm?701_2&S&1&2#2
https://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/shadowFiles/defs244sf.htm?244_189&S&5C&5D&5F&5S#5S
http://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/ipcpub?notion=scheme&version=20180101&symbol=G06F0019000000&menulang=en&lang=en&viewmode=f&fipcpc=no&showdeleted=yes&indexes=no&headings=yes&notes=yes&direction=o2n&initial=A&cwid=none&tree=no&searchmode=smart
http://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/ipcpub?notion=scheme&version=20180101&symbol=G06F0007000000&menulang=en&lang=en&viewmode=f&fipcpc=no&showdeleted=yes&indexes=no&headings=yes&notes=yes&direction=o2n&initial=A&cwid=none&tree=no&searchmode=smart
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf
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First, these patents to remotely control vehicles started being filed within two months of the 
passage of the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 (EEA) during Bill Clinton’s first term. The EEA 
was written by law professor James P. Chandler, III. 
 
Robert Mueller, James Comey, Rod Rosenstein, Loretta Lynch, Eric Holder, Larry Summers were 
strategically positioned at the top of the Justice Department and Treasury. The patentee, 
Richard C. Walker, could have patented a ham sandwich had this group wanted it. 
 
Second, the evident intent of the Walker patent was to illustrate the technology planned for 
control of everything—The Internet of Things. 
 
THEIR JUSTIFICATION: The benevolent control of vehicles and aircraft in hijack situations was 
merely the cover story for the development of a global surveillance grid on everyone and 
everything. Given the timing of these Walker filings (around 9/11), one is increasingly skeptical 
about who really caused 9/11. 
 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/chandler-james-p.jpg
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Third, Robert S. Mueller’s law firm, Wilmer Hale LLP, formerly Hale & Dorr LLP, drove Walker's 
filings. Mueller was sworn in as FBI director just seven days before 9/11. This clearly implicates 
Wilmer Hale in the treachery. 
 
Fourth, the global data sharing platform described in the patent was not doable by the likes of 
IBM, Microsoft, Boeing, AT&T and Cisco. They were all behind the curve from an R&D 
perspective when the Internet emerged. For example, Bill Gates thought it was a fad. The 
telephone pager network that Walker described could not scale to the volumes required for 
such global communication. 
 
James P. Chandler surely could not believe his luck, when, in early 2000, Michael McKibben of 
Leader Technologies was first introduced to him. Leader was looking for the best patent 
attorney in the country to protect its social networking innovations.   

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/mueller-robert-s.jpg
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Chandler, on the other hand, needed a fix for the Deep State's ailing digital takeover master 
plan. He agreed immediately to be Leader’s patent attorney. He then spent the next three years 
deceiving Leader until he was able to get his hands on the underlying engineering source code, 
which he immediately shuffled to the IBM Eclipse Foundation where DOJ’s Eric Holder and 
IBM’s David Kappos were waiting, along with Cisco, Microsoft, SAP, Oracle, Kleiner Perkins, 
Qualcomm, Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan, AT&T and a host of other rogue C.I.A. providers. 
 
Leader’s source code was essential to building The Internet of Things, quickly. 
 
The table below shows the patent filings included in the PFN/TRAC System FAA. The eventual 
patent focused on remote control of aircraft, but also subsumed control of vehicles, ships, 
equipment, commerce, education and people. 
Bookmark: #walker-patent-lineage | https://tinyurl.com/ya4kfso2 

U.S. Patent Number 6,965,816 Nov. 15, 2005 
“PFN/TRAC System FAA Upgrades For Accountable Remote and Robotics Control To Stop The 
Unauthorized Use of Aircraft and to Improve Equipment Management and Public Safety in 
Transportation.” 

Crash any aircraft, any vehicle, anytime, remotely 

Incorporated claims  
 
(i.e., ALL of these filings are included in this patent by reference) (2,366 pgs. total) 

Filing 
Date: 

Filing#/Award: Total 
Pages: 

Title: Attorney/Firm: 

Dec. 02, 
1996 

60/032,217 123 Real-Time Vehicle Recovery System 
Including Stop Box That Restricts 
Unauthorized Use of Vehicle 

Irah Donner 
 
Lowe & Price 

Nov. 20, 08/975,140 33 Secure Communication and Control Irah H. Donner 

https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/ya4kfso2
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2004-10-24-Richard-C-Walker-US-2006-0026017-Pat-App-National-Intnl-management-and-security-syst-for-responsible-global-resourcing-thru-tech-mgmnt-to-brige-cultural-and-economic-desparity-USPTO-Oct-24-2004.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-12-05-US-Pat-No-6157317-SECURE-COMMUNICATIONS-AND-CONTROL-SYSTEM-FOR-MONITORING-RECORDING-REPORTING-AND-OR-RESTRICTING-UNAUTHORIZED-USE-OF-VEHICLES-USPTO-issued-Dec-05-2000.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/kappos-david-j.jpg
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1997  
6,157,317 
WO199824664 

System for Monitoring, Recording, 
Reporting and/or Restricting 
Unauthorized Use of Vehicle 

 
Hale & Dorr  

Jan. 19, 
1999 

60/139,759 
 
WO2000078057 

33 Secure Accountable, Modular and 
Programmable Software “TRAC” for PFNS 
Processors, Controllers, and Computer 
Networks to Monitor, Manage, Store and 
Remotely Control Data and Equipment 

Irah H. Donner 
 
Pepper 
Hamilton 

Jun. 17, 
1999 

60/140,029 632 Electrically Controlled Automated 
Devices to Operate, Slow, Guide, Stop 
and Secure Equipment and Machinery for 
the Purpose of Controlling Their Unsafe, 
Unattended, Unauthorized, Unlawful 
Hazardous and/or Legal Use, with 
Remote Control and Accountability 
Worldwide 

Irah H. Donner 
 
Pepper 
Hamilton 

Jan. 19, 
2000 

60/176,818 239 Protected Accountable Interfaces Termed 
PFNS with Secure Modular and 
Programmable Software Termed TRAC to 
Monitor, Manage, Store and Remotely 
Control and Data and Equipment for 
Everyday Use to Extremely Aggressive 
High Security Applications 

Irah H. Donner 
 
Pepper 
Hamilton 

May 01, 
2000 

60/200,872 239 Personal PFN systems for accountable 
tracking remote management and 
aggressive control scenarios 

Henry N. Wixon 
 
Wilmer Hale 
LLP 

Oct. 19, 
2000 

60/330,088 20 Durable high barrier metallized 
polypropylene film [for embedded body 
electronics] 

Raj S. Dave 
 
Morrison & 
Foerster 

Sep. 04, 
2001 

Related Event: 
Robert S. Mueller, III appointed by 
George Bush as FBI Director 

Former 
 
Hale & Dorr, 
Wilmer Hale 

Oct. 01, 
2001 

60/325,538 
 
WO2003029922 

84 
 
341 

PFN/TAC system FAA upgrades for 
accountable remote and robotics control 
to stop the unauthorized use of aircraft 
and to improve equipment management 
and public safety in transportation (incl 
C.I.A. Echelon) 

Irah H. Donner 
 
Hale & Dorr 

Oct. 19, 60/330,085 84 PFN/TAC system FAA upgrades for Irah H. Donner 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-12-05-US-Pat-No-6157317-SECURE-COMMUNICATIONS-AND-CONTROL-SYSTEM-FOR-MONITORING-RECORDING-REPORTING-AND-OR-RESTRICTING-UNAUTHORIZED-USE-OF-VEHICLES-USPTO-issued-Dec-05-2000.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-12-05-US-Pat-No-6157317-SECURE-COMMUNICATIONS-AND-CONTROL-SYSTEM-FOR-MONITORING-RECORDING-REPORTING-AND-OR-RESTRICTING-UNAUTHORIZED-USE-OF-VEHICLES-USPTO-issued-Dec-05-2000.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-12-05-US-Pat-No-6157317-SECURE-COMMUNICATIONS-AND-CONTROL-SYSTEM-FOR-MONITORING-RECORDING-REPORTING-AND-OR-RESTRICTING-UNAUTHORIZED-USE-OF-VEHICLES-USPTO-issued-Dec-05-2000.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-12-05-US-Pat-No-6157317-SECURE-COMMUNICATIONS-AND-CONTROL-SYSTEM-FOR-MONITORING-RECORDING-REPORTING-AND-OR-RESTRICTING-UNAUTHORIZED-USE-OF-VEHICLES-USPTO-issued-Dec-05-2000.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/1999-06-17-US-Pat-App-60-140029-Electrically-Controlled-Automated-Devices-to-Operate-Slow-Guide-Stop-and-Secure-Equipment-and-Machinery-for-Remote-Ctrl-and-Accountability-Worldwide-USPTO-Jun-17-1999.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-01-19-Richard-C-Walker-US-Pat-App-60-176818-PCT-US00-16381-WO-2000078057-Jan-19-2000-Protected-Accountable-Interfaces-Termed-PFNs-WIPO-USPTO-filed-Jan-19-2000.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-05-01-Richard-C-Walker-US-Pat-App-60-200872-WO200078057-Personal-PFN-Systems-for-Accountable-Tracking-Remote-Management-and-Aggressive-Control-Scenarios-USPTO-May-01-2000.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2002-10-19-Keunsuk-P-Chang-WO2003035395-US-Pat-No-60-330088-PCT-US02-32978-Durable-High-Barrier-Metallized-Polypropylene-Film-USPTO-filed-Oct-19-2002.pdf
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#mueller-sworn-in-fbi-director
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2001-10-01-Richard-C-Walker-US-Pat-App-60-325538-PCT-US02-30857-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-FOR-ACCOUNTABLE-REMOTE-AND-ROBOTICS-CONTROL-2001WO2003029922-USPTO-Oct-01-2001.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2003-10-04-Richard-C-Walker-WO2003029922-WIPO-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-FOR-ACCOUNTABLE-REMOTE-AND-ROBOTICS-CONTROL-WIPO-Oct-04-2003.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2001-10-01-Richard-C-Walker-US-Pat-App-60-325538-PCT-US02-30857-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-FOR-ACCOUNTABLE-REMOTE-AND-ROBOTICS-CONTROL-2001WO2003029922-USPTO-Oct-01-2001.pdf
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2001  
WO2003029922 

accountable remote and robotics control 
to stop the unauthorized use of aircraft 
and to improve equipment management 
and public safety in transportation 

 
Hale & Dorr LLP 

Oct. 01, 
2002 
Issued:  
 
Nov. 15, 
2005 

10/260,525 
 
6,965,816 

170 PFN/TRAC System FAA Upgrades For 
Accountable Remote and Robotics 
Control To Stop The Unauthorized Use of 
Aircraft and to Improve Equipment 
Management and Public Safety in 
Transportation 

Irah H. Donner 
 
Wilmer Hale 

May 28, 
2003 

10/401,041 122 Automated Accounting System that 
Values, Controls, Records and Bills the 
Uses of Equipment/Vehicles for Society 

Irah H. Donner 
 
Wilmer Hale 

Oct. 28, 
2003 
 
Oct. 28, 
2004 

60/514,833 
 
10/975,109 

123 
123 

National / international management 
and security system for responsible 
global resourcing through technical 
management to bridge cultural and 
economic disparity  

Richard C. 
Walker, pro se 

 TOTAL: 2,366   

TABLE 2—RICHARD C. WALKER. Patent filings incorporated into U.S. Patent No. 6,965,816. 

Bookmark: #who-is-richard-c-walker | https://tinyurl.com/y9wxbvrp 
WHO IS RICHARD C. WALKER? 
A.K.A. "RICK WALKER" 
 

 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2001-10-01-Richard-C-Walker-US-Pat-App-60-325538-PCT-US02-30857-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-FOR-ACCOUNTABLE-REMOTE-AND-ROBOTICS-CONTROL-2001WO2003029922-USPTO-Oct-01-2001.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2003-11-27-US-Pat-App2003-0221118-A1-Richard-C-Walker-Automated-Accounting-System-That-Values-Controls-Records-and-Bills-the-Uses-of-Equipment-Vehicles-for-Society-USPTO-published-Nov-27-2003.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2004-10-24-Richard-C-Walker-US-2006-0026017-Pat-App-National-Intnl-management-and-security-syst-for-responsible-global-resourcing-thru-tech-mgmnt-to-brige-cultural-and-economic-desparity-USPTO-Oct-24-2004.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2004-10-28-Richard-C-Walker-US-Pat-No-10-975109-Nat-Intnl-mgnt-and-sec-sys-for-responsible-global-resourcing-thru-tech-mngmt-to-bridge-cultural-and-econo-disparity-USPTO-Oct-28-2004.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf
https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/y9wxbvrp
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/richard-c-walker-researchgate-photo.jpg
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FIG. 4–RICHARD C. WALKER, Hewlett-Packard, Kline & Walker, LLC, Agilent Technologies, 
client of Wilmer Hall LLP (formerly Hale & Dorr LLP). 
Did he really invent all these patents? 
 
Walker is a geek scientist who has worked inside the bowels of Hewlett-Packard and Agilent 
Technologies his entire career. 
 
We do not believe that Walker is the sole inventor. The sheer breadth of global policy 
perspectives incorporated in these documents shows a collective policy mind. 
 
Our hunch is that they are derived from the illegal Highlands Group that has been secretly 
convened since late 1994 by the Department of Defense to begin coordinating the Deep State 
takeover of the Internet. 
 
According to Walker’s resume, he was a Principal Staff Scientist at Hewlett-Packard (HP) for 
twenty-one (21) years from Jan. 1981 to 2002. Since 2002 he has been a Senior R&D Electrical 
Engineer at Agilent Technologies, for whom he continues to file patents. 

RICHARD C. WALKER ONLINE BIOGRAPHIES 

Years City Organization Activity 

1978-1981 
 

Caltech 
BS, Engineering and Applied 
Science 

1988-1992 
 

California State University-
Chico 

MS, Computer Science 

1981-1991 
 

Hewlett-Packard Laboratories Technical Staff 

1981-2000 Palo Alto HP Labs Principal Project Engineer 

1981-2001 Palo Alto Hewlett-Packard Principal Project Engineer 

1991-2003 Palo Alto Agilent Technologies Principal Project Engineer 

1982-2004 Palo Alto Agilent Technologies Principal Project Engineer 

2005-2012 Palo Alto Adema Technologies Consultant 

2009-2015 Palo Alto Corning Consulting Electrical Engineer 

2015-2016 Palo Alto Speck Design Consulting Electrical Engineer 

2010-
current 

Palo Alto R&R Engineering LLC Owner 

2016-
current 

Santa Clara Agilent Technologies Sr. R&D Electrical Engineer 

TABLE 3–RICHARD C. WALKER BIOGRAPHIES. Sources: LinkedIn, ResearchGate. 

Walker has consistently failed to disclose his Kline & Walker, LLC company that claims 
ownership of this 170-page total global surveillance "Internet of Things" patent . . . even 
though he assigned the patent to Kline & Walker, LLC (a defunct company) on Nov. 15, 2005 

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#highland-forum
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-01-11-Richard-C-Walker-Rick-C-Walker-BIOGRAPHY-LinkedIn-Jan-11-2018.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-01-08-Richard-C-Walker-Biography-ResearchGate-Accessed-Jan-08-2018.pdf
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1998 to (at 
least Nov. 15 
2005) 

Potomac MD Kline & Walker, LLC Owner & Inventor 

 
Patent Office records show that at least until Nov. 15, 2005 when the patent was awarded, 
“Kline & Walker LLC” was still the owner or “Assignee.” This information alone shows "fraud on 
the court" or "inequitable conduct" since the official company records in both Maryland and 
Delaware show that Kline & Walker, LLC was long defunct for nonpayment of taxes, see below. 
 
Remarkably, he does not show his employers, HP or Agilent Technologies, as the assignee, 
which is what one would normally expect to see from such a large volume of work. 
Corporations rarely—almost never—allow an employee to file for patents that are not assigned 
to the company. 
 
State corporate records show that Kline & Walker LLC was formed in Delaware on Aug. 06, 
1998, then 20 days later in Maryland on Aug. 26, 1998. These records also show that these 
companies did not pay any taxes and were both closed after the statutory waiting period. 
 
Therefore, Kline & Walker LLC appears to be a faked company running interference for the true 
inventors (we think the Highlands Group). Such conduct, if true, is called “inequitable conduct” 
in patent law. Patents are not permitted to disguise material contributors. 
Bookmark: #hp-agilent-complicity | https://tinyurl.com/y9qpnuj3 
AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES IS EVIDENTLY A DEEP STATE SURVEILLANCE SUPPLIER 
Walker’s current employer, Agilient Technologies, was a spinoff of HP that went public on Nov. 
18, 1999. That was only a week after Bill Clinton and his Treasury Secretary Larry Summers 
abolished Glass-Steagall. Summer’s chief of staff then was Sheryl K. Sandberg, the subsequent 
creator of Gmail (2004) and the current chief operating officer of Facebook (2008 to current). 
Another Summers employee then was Marne L. Levine. Levine who married disgraced C.I.A. 
director John M. Deutch’s son, and is now chief operating officer at Instagram. Deutch was 
pardoned by Bill Clinton on the same day as Marc Rich. It's truly a cozy little world at the top of 
the criminal Internet of Things.[Interesting to note that Deutch's behavior for which he was 
pardoned, just so happened to mirror the activity of the wife of his pardon giver, cozy indeed. 
D.C] 
 
Agilent raised $2.1 billion and was the largest Silicon Valley public offering ever at that time. 
The usual globalist shadow government suspects were the Agilent underwriters: Goldman 
Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Credit Suisse, JPMorgan, etc. The insider trading is evident. 
 
To put the Agilent Technologies / HP actions in context, on Jul. 14, 1999, President Bill Clinton 
formed the National Intellectual Property Assurance Council (NIAC) by Executive Order #13130 
with James P. Chandler, III. 
 
A few months later on Sep. 29, 1999, President Bill Clinton formed In-Q-Tel to run a rogue C.I.A. 
private venture capital company in Silicon Valley. 
 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2002-10-01-ASSIGNMENT-TO-KLINE-WALKER-LLC-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-System-Oct-01-2002.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/1998-08-06-Kline-and-Walker-LLC-Delaware-Business-Registry-accessed-Jan-10-2018.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/1998-08-06-Kline-and-Walker-LLC-Delaware-Business-Registry-accessed-Jan-10-2018.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/1998-08-26-Kline-and-Walker-LLC-Maryland-Business-Registry-accessed-Jan-10-2018.pdf
https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/y9qpnuj3
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1090872/000095013099006567/0000950130-99-006567.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1090872/000095013099006567/0000950130-99-006567.txt
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#deutch-appointed-cia-director
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#deutch-cia-pardon
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#niac-version-1
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#cia-in-q-tel-formed
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A few weeks later on Nov. 12, 1999, Bill Clinton and Larry Summers, Clinton’s Treasury 
Secretary and Chandler’s Harvard colleague, abolished Glass–Steagall market protections 
separating underwriting and banking. 
 
Evidently, Agilent Technologies and HP are key suppliers to the Internet of Things. 
HP & AGILENT ARE COMPLICIT 
Here is a complete U.S. Patent Office list of the patents attributed to Richard C. Walker as the 
inventor. Eleven (11) are assigned to Hewlett-Packard and fourteen (14) are assigned to Agilent 
Technologies, Inc. 
 
These patents are very evidently refinements of Walker's "control everything" patent. They are 
full of euphemisms (deceptions) to obscure the true censorship purpose. 
 
Here's just one example: 
Bookmark: #walker-predator-eyeglasses | https://tinyurl.com/ycnvvznt 
WALKER PATENTED PREDATOR SPY GLASSES FOR SECRET ID & DATA COLLECTION 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,735,328 filed on filed on Mar. 07, 2000 (soon after Agilent was founded), 
awarded May 11, 2004 and assigned to Agilent Technologies, Inc. is titled "Personal viewing 
device with system for providing identification information to a connected system." 
Walker helped patent a system for spies to identify anyone or anything (Internet of Things) by 
wearing his glasses as the viewing device (Read: You can run, but you cannot hide from Walker 
and his predator friends). A sister patent is a special helmet that enables the system to 
determine exact location (latitude, longitude and altitude) of the target being viewed through 
these glasses. 
 

 
FIG. 5–U.S. Pat. No. 6,735,328, Fig. 2. Mar. 07, 2000, awarded May 11, 2004 and assigned to 
Agilent Techologies, Inc. is titled "Personal viewing device with system for providing 
identification information to a connected system." 
Bookmark: #walker-can-crash-planes-remotely | https://tinyurl.com/y8lexc97 

http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html#glass-steagall
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-01-12-Patent-Database-Search-Results-Walker-Richard-C-and-Hewlett-Packard-Company-US-Patent-Collection-accessed-Jan-12-2018.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-01-12-Patent-Database-Search-Results-Walker-Richard-C-and-Agilent-Technologies-Inc-US-Patent-Collection-accessed-Jan-12-2018.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-01-12-Patent-Database-Search-Results-Walker-Richard-C-and-Agilent-Technologies-Inc-US-Patent-Collection-accessed-Jan-12-2018.pdf
https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/ycnvvznt
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2000-03-07-Richard-C-Walker-US-Pat-App-No-09-519712-US-Pat-No-6735328-Personal-Viewing-Device-With-System-For-Providing-Identification-Information-To-A-Connected-System-Mar-07-2000.pdf#page=2
https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/y8lexc97
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/spy-glasses-walker.jpg
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THIS SYSTEM CAN CRASH PLANES & VEHICLES REMOTELY 

 
FIG. 6–U.S. Patent No. 6,965,816, Fig. 1. 
 
[One vehicle comes to  mind, that of Michael Hastings D.C] 
https://www.mintpressnews.com/michael-hastings-targeted-cia-wikileaks-reveals-agencys-
covert-carjacking-ability/225738/ 
Bookmark: #world-economy | https://tinyurl.com/y84bpstu 
THIS SYSTEM WAS PLANNED TO CONTROL THE GLOBAL ECONOMY, SOVIET STYLE 
"Socio-Economic and Environmental Technology Accounting System for Democratic 
Government" 
 
This appears like a Soviet-style central government system.[ 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf#page=1
https://www.mintpressnews.com/michael-hastings-targeted-cia-wikileaks-reveals-agencys-covert-carjacking-ability/225738/
https://www.mintpressnews.com/michael-hastings-targeted-cia-wikileaks-reveals-agencys-covert-carjacking-ability/225738/
https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/y84bpstu
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/pfn-trac-fig-1.jpg
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FIG. 7–U.S. Patent No. 6,965,816, re. Fig. 40 ("World Organization"). Incorporated by 
reference in multiple Walker applications, including U.S. Pat. App. No. 10/401,041, Fig. 2B, 
Automated Accounting System That Values Controls Records and Bills The Uses of Equipment 
Vehicles For Society. 
Bookmark: #internet-of-things | https://tinyurl.com/ybxfwav4 
MEMO TO WET-WARE: THE INTERNET OF THINGS PLANS TO CONTROL EVERYTHING  IN YOUR 
LIFE AND YOUR FAMILY'S LIFE 

https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2005-11-15-US-Pat-No-6965816-PFN-TRAC-SYSTEM-FAA-UPGRADES-RE-AIRCRAFT-ET-AL-Walker-Nov-15-2005.pdf#page=41
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2003-11-27-US-Pat-App2003-0221118-A1-Richard-C-Walker-Automated-Accounting-System-That-Values-Controls-Records-and-Bills-the-Uses-of-Equipment-Vehicles-for-Society-USPTO-published-Nov-27-2003.pdf#page=33
https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/ybxfwav4
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/pfn-trac-fig-40.jpg
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FIG. 8–Boston and London Internet of Things pitchman Beecham Research has produced this 
cute little pastel illustration of the demonic takeover. 
Bookmark: #trump-fund-leader-miller-act-notice | https://tinyurl.com/yd59t8x7 
CAN THIS TECHNOCRATIC TAKEOVER BE STOPPED? YES, BUT WE MUST START REMOVING THE 
SPYING TOOLS IMMEDIATELY 
Defund these criminals—their corruptly-acquired power must be removed. 
 
Stop the criminals who are responsible for this, which means we need to lock up Hillary and the 
others truly responsible. 
 
Ask President Trump to pay Leader Technologies' Miller Act Notice. This generates hundreds of 
billions of dollars in new revenue for the federal government without raising taxes, among the 
many benefits. It will also help to start developing a true Free Press envisioned by the Founders 
and now lost to the globalists 
 

https://www.blogger.com/null
https://tinyurl.com/yd59t8x7
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2017/09/leader-proposes-trillion-dollar-revenue.html
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/beecham-research-internet-of-things.jpg
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 Before closing out this incredible governmental crime against humanity, it should be 
noted that this term “wet ware” refers to humans that can be “chipped”.  In past or previous 
discussions of the Biblical “Mark of the Beast” referred to Revelation, found six times in 
Revelation 13:17; 14:11; 15:2; 16:2; 19:20; and 20:4, warns us to, under no circumstances 
whatsoever, take the “Mark of the Beast”.  The technology is not a future theory, it is a reality 
and it is here now.   
 
 “MEMO TO WET-WARE: THE INTERNET OF THINGS PLANS TO CONTROL EVERYTHING  IN 
YOUR LIFE AND YOUR FAMILY'S LIFE.” 
 
 
Pastor Bob, 
EvanTeachr@aol.com   
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